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REFERENCE CARRIER WAVE SYNCONIZING 
SYSTEM 

This invention relates to reference carrier wave synchroniz 
ing system and more particularly to apparatus for synchroniz 
ing a plurality of receiving reference waves with a plurality of 
transmitted, phase-modulated telcgraphic waves each assum 
ing 2" quantum phase positions in accordance with the 
number n of telegraph channels to be transmitted on each of 
the telcgraphic waves. ‘ 
As the frequency division multiplex communication system 

of the type, there is one system using fixed-reference phase 
modulated waves the quantum phase positions of each of 
which is predetermined in accordance with the polarity of a 
single telegraph signal or the combinations of polarities of a 
plurality of telcgraphic signals to be transmitted, or the other 
system using differential phase-modulated waves in,each,of 
which relative phase between respective two adjacent signal 
elements are determined in accordance with said polarity or 
combination of polaritìes. Accordingly, in case of receiving 
and demodulatìng the phase-modulated wave transmitted, the 
wave of the former system requires areference carrier wave 
having a constant phase position of fixed-reference, and the 
wave of the later system requires, by way of example, a 
reference carrier wave assuming successively phase positions 
each of which corresponds to the phase position of the imv 
mediately preceding signal element. However, it is very dif 
iicult to generate the reference carrier waves sufficiently 
meeting the above-mentioned requirements since there are in 
stantaneous breakings of transmission line, disturbance by 
n_oìse in transmission medium, and fluctuations of instantane 
ous phase positions transmission lines. In case of the instan 
taneous breakings of transmission line, it is impossible to avoid 
erroneous detection since no carrier wave is transmitted. 
However, it is desirable that the correct reference carrier 
wave is generated as soon as possible after determination of 
the instantaneous breaking of transmission line so that the 
number of erroneously detected characters is suppressed to a 

j minimum value. In this connection, the restoration to normal 
demodulation operation can be more Vrapidly performed in the 
fixed-reference phase-modulation due to the predetermined 
quantum phase positions of this modulation principle. In case 
of the differential phase-modulation, the correct demodula 
tion operation would be carried out after a signal element just 
succeeding to a signal element the phase position of which is 
correctly detected. In actual case, however, it is very difficult 
to detect the correct phase position of the fixed-reference of 
the phase-modulated wave on account of remains of the 
above-mentioned phenomena, such as noise in transmission 
medium or the fluctuation of instantaneous phase position of 
the carrier wave. Accordingly, it is general to the conventional 
system using the fixed-reference phase-modulation that a con 
siderable time is necessary to generate the correct reference 
carrier wave. On the contrary, if the phase position of a 
preceding signal element is correctly detected in the dif 
ferential phase-modulated wave, signal elements succeeding 
to the correctly detected preceding element would be cor 
rectly detected. ln view of the above-mentioned conditions of 
the conventional arts, the restoration to the normal demodula 
tion operation can be more rapidly performed in the dif 
ferential phase-modulation than the fixed-reference phase 
modulation. Accordingly, the conventional phase-modulation 
can be actually realized in accordance with the differential 
phase-modulation only in disregard of the above-mentioned 
merits of the fixed-reference phase-modulation. The Rectiplex 
system (U.S. Pat. application Ser. No. 284,988 now U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,353,101) is one of the demodulation system of the dif 
ferential phase-modulation. 
As mentioned above, it is the important conditions for the 

normal, correct demodulation of the phase-modulated wave 
that the correct reference carrier wave is rapidly generated as 
soon as possible after detemiination of instantaneous breaking 
of the transmission line and that the correct reference carrier 
wave is always generated in spite of the noise and the fluctua 
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2 
tion of instantaneous phase position ini transmission medium. 
In order to meet the above-mentioned requirement, we joint 
inventors of this application has proposed in the U.S. Pat. ap 
plication Ser. No. 577,952, now abandoned, a system for 
eliminating phase- and frequency-fluctuation included in a 
transmitted signal or signals. In application of this system and 
the Rectiplex system to conventional phase-modulation com 
munication, however, the reference carrier waves to be em 
ployed for demodulating a plurality of phase-modulated waves 
are generally generated for each of the phase-modulated 
waves by use of respective carrier wave generators each of 
which is associated with the automatic phase control circuit. 
_In view of the number of phase-modulated carrier waves 
which is approximately equal to 20 in a 3 kilocycle band, by 
way of example, the conventional demodulation devices have 
disadvantages, such as high cost and unnecessary complica 
tion. Moreover, stable transmission of the quantum phase 
positions whereby digital information transmission by the 
fixed-reference phase-modulation can be realized under the 
low error rate cannot be usually performed by the conven 
tional transmission technique. 
An object of this invention is to provide an apparatus for 

generating a plurality of reference carrier waves in a single 
generator. 
Another object of this invention is to provide an apparatus 

for synchronizing a "plurality óf reference carrier waves 
generated from a single generator’witlh a plurality of phase 
modulated carrier waves transmitted. 

Further object of this invention is to provide a reference 
carrier wave synchronizing system capable'of realizing reliable 
digital information transmission by the fixed-reference phase 
modulated waves. ' p 

Said objects and other objects of this invention can be at 
tained by the reference carrier wave synchronizing system of 
this invention for synchronizing a yplurality of receiving 
reference waves with a plurality of transmitted phase-modu 
lated telegraphic waves having harmonic frequency of a fun 
damental low frequency andeach assuming 2" quantum phase 
positions in accordance with the number n of telegraph chan 
nel or channels to be transmitted on each of the telcgraphic 
waves, comprising an automatic phase control loop for 
synchronizing the phase position of an oscillator included in 
this loop with the phase position of a transmitted harmonic 
frequency of the fundamental low frequency, and carrier 
generation means for generating a plurality of said receiving 
reference waves by use of the output frequency of the oscilla 
tor. 

In accordance with the feature of this invention, the 
synchronization operation of the system of this invention can 
be performed by compensating separately the fluctuations of 
instantaneous phase positions of the transmitted phase-modu 
lated waves caused in transmission medium and caused from 
the deviation in phase or frequency of the fundamental low 
frequency. . ‘ . 

The novel features yof this invention are set forth with par 
ticularity in the appended claims, however this invention, both 
as to its constitution and operation together with other objects 
and advantages thereof, may best be understood by reference 
to the following description, taken in connection with the ac 
companying drawings, in which the same or equivalent parts 
are designated by the same characters, numerals and symbols 
as to each other, and in which: 

FIGS. l, 2, 4A and 4B are block diagrams for illustrating 
respectively embodiments ofthe invention; 

FIGS. 3A and 3B are block diagrams for illustrating respec 
tively transmission systems for generating waves to be trans 
mitted to the system of this invention; 

FIGS. 6, 8 and l0 are block diagrams for illustrating respec 
tively examples of the detection circuit of phase-relation to be 
used in the system of this invention; and 

FIGS. 5, 7, 9 and ll are waveform diagrams for describing 
the operations ofthe detection circuits. 
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Referring to FIG. l, an embodiment of this invention for 
generating a plurality of reference carrier waves to demodu 
late a plurality of differential phase-modulated telegraphic 
waves each having four quantum phase positions will be 
described. The differential phase-modulated telegraphic 
waves transmitted are applied through an input terminal l to 
demodulators L01, I02,.... to demodulate per each wave. 
Each of the demodulators comprises a pair of demodulation 
circuits in this case of four quantum phase positions and each 
of the demodulation circuits comprises a phase detector (2-1 
or 2_2), a start-stop integrator (3-1 or 3-2), a sampler (4~1 or 
4-2) and a bistable circuit (5-1 or 5-2). Reference carrier 
waves Ca and Cb are respectively applied to the phase-detec 
tors 2-1 and 2-2 in each of which a phase difference between 
corresponding one of the transmitted phase-modulated waves 
and the reference carrier wave (Ca or Cb) is detected to 
produce a DC voltage the sign and magnitude of which cor 
respond respectively to those of the phase difference. The 
start-stop integrator (3-1 or 3-2) >integrates the DC output of 
the phase-detector (2-1 or 2-2) in a start-stop manner timed 
with the periods of signal elements of the phase-modulated 
telegraphic waves transmitted usually in bit synchronization. 
The operation of the start-stop integrator is carried out by use 
of timing infomation applied thereto 'but not shown for simple 
illustration. The sampler (4-1 or 4-2) is employed for con 
verting the output of the integrator (3-1 or 3-2) to a pulse 
signal. The bistable circuits (5-1 or 5-2) produces a demodu 
lated output signal at an output terminal (1S-01a or 18-0lb) 
by use of theoutput pulse of the sampler 4-1 or 4-2. 
The reference carrier waves Ca and Cb are generated by use 

vof the automatic control circuit II. This operation is as follows. 
The transmitted carrier waves are multiplied by four times in 
this case and then introduced to a phase detector 8. An auto 
matic phase control loop is formed by this detector 8, an in 
tegrator 9 for integrating the output of the phase detector 8, a 
reactance circuit 10 for controlling the frequency of an oscil 
lator lll by use of the output of the integrator 9, the oscillator 
1l generating the same frequency as that of one of the trans 
mitted carrier waves, and a frequency multiplier multiplying, 
by four times, the frequency of the oscillator 11. The output 
Cs of the oscillator 11 is regulated to a phase position under 
control of the automatic phase control loop. A phase memory 
13 stores the phase position of the just preceding code ele 
ment by use of the output pulses ofthe demodulator l. A phase 
modulator 14 phase-modulates the output signal Cs of the 
oscillator 11 and applies its output to phase shifters 6-1 and 
6-2. The reference carrier waves Ca and Cb are obtained at 
the respective output sides of the phase Shifters 6-1 and 6-2. 
The above-mentioned system is an example of the Rectiplex 

system (Copending U.S. Pat. application Ser. No. 284,988) 
for demodulating a differential phase-modulated wave having 
four quantum phase positions. In this prior art, an automatic 
phase control loop is provided for each of the transmitted 
phase-modulated waves. Since details of the principle of the 
Rectiplex are disclosed in the copending application, they are 
omitted in this case. 

In this invention, a plurality of reference carrier waves C2, 
C3, C4,.... are produced by use of the automatic phase control 
Il of a phase-modulated single-wave (e.g.; fl) transmitted. For 
such purpose of this invention, the output signal Cs is applied 
to a frequency divider 15 which produces a fundamental 
frequency f1, of the reference carrier waves C2, C3, C4,.... . The 
frequency j), is applied to a harmonic generator 16 to produce 
harmonic frequencies of the frequency j), which are to be 
derived from a plurality of filters 17-2, 17-3, l7-4.... respec 
tively. The outputs of these filters 17-2, 17-3, 17-4,.. cor 
respond respectively the reference carrier waves C2, C3, C4,.... 
and are applied to respective demodulators I-02, I-03,.... 
through terminals l9-02, 19-03, 19-04,.... . 

In the above~mentioned construction, if the phase position 
of the wave Cs is synchronized with a phase position required 
for demodulating the phase-modulated wave fl, other 
reference carrier waves C2, C3, C4,.... will be synchronized 
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4 
with required phase positions respectively. lt is the reason for 
this that frequencies of the carrier waves C2, C3, C4,.... are 
equal to m/n of the frequency (fl) of the wave Cs; where n = 
f,/o and m is an integer. 

lf the transmitted phase modulated telegraphic wave f, has 
quantum phase positions 2” more than four, the automatic 
phase control circuit may be composed of, as are shown in 
FIG. 2, two ring modulators 20-1 and 20~2, a combiner 23, 
and reactance circuit l0 associated with the oscillator 11 to 
control the frequency thereof. Since the output levels of the 
samplers 4-1 and 4-2 change in accordance with phase dif 
ference between the phase-modulated wave (c_g.; f1) and the 
reference carrier wave Ca or Cb, the phase of the oscillator l1 
can be controlled by use of the phase difference which is de 
tected by the ring modulators 20-1 and 20-2 and the com 
biner 23. Other circuitries are similar as those of FIG. l. In this 
embodiment, the automatic phase control loop is formed as 
follows: 

Oscillator (11) frequency divider (15) harmonic generator 
(16) filter (17) phase modulator (14) demodulator (I-01) 
ring-modulators (Z0-l and 20-2) combiner (23) reactance 
circuit (10) oscillator (1I). 
As mentioned above, the automatic phase control loop of 

the embodiment shown in FIG, l or 2 operates so as to regu 
late the frequency of the wave Cs in accordance with the 
frequency of a transmitted, phase~modulated carrier wave 
(e.g.; f1). However, the regulation operation of the automatic 
phase control loop has a delay time caused by the time con 
stant of the integrator 9. Accordingly, if the phase position of 
the carrier wave j”l fluctuates abruptly as the result of the 
phase-fluctuation in transmission line, the phase position of 
the wave Cs (i.e.; Ca and Cb) could not follow the abrupt 
phase-fluctuation of the transmitted carrier wave fl. 
Moreover, since the carrier wave (e.g.; f1) employed as the 
reference of the automatic phase control has usually a plurali 
ty of quantum phase positions (2"), the phase position of the 
reference carrier wave (Ca, Cb,....) will synchronize with any 
of the quantum phase positions of the transmitted carrier wave 
(ß). Although the indeterminate nature as to the phase posi 
tions of the reference carrier waves (Ca, Cb,....) is corrected 
by use of the phase modulator 14 controlled from the phase 
memory 13 so that the reference carrier waves (Ca, Cb,....) as 
sume the correct phase positions, a signal element received at 
first will be erroneously detected in each demodulator l until 
performance of said correction operation. Embodiment of this 
invention to eliminate the above-mentioned deficiency will be 
described below. 
To afford a better understanding of the reference carrier 

synchronization system of this invention, the sending side of 
the phase-modulated telegraphic waves will be first described. 
FIG. 3A shows an example of the sending side. In this arrange 
ment, a standard oscillator 100 generates a standard low 
frequency jf, (e.g.; 4.8kHz.). A frequency divider 101 
produces a fundamental frequency j), (e.g.; 60Hz.) from the 
standard low frequency fr A harmonic generator 102 
generates harmonic frequency of the fundamental frequency 
fb. Each of Filters 103 and 104 has a narrow pass-band and 
select a harmonic frequency L, or f,l which is usually allocated 
to one end side of the transmission frequency-band. Other fil 
ters 10S-l, l05-2,...., 105-ì,.... select krespectively carrier 
waves fl, f2,...., f„.... which have harmonic frequencies of the 
fundamental frequency fb. Phase modulators 106-1, 
106-2,...., 106-ì,.... modulate the respective carrier wave fl, 
f2,...., f,-,.... in accordance with input telegraphic signals ap 
plied to input terminals 107-1, l072,...., 107-i,.„. to produce 
phase modulated telegraphic waves F„ F2„..., F„.... . The har 
monic frequencies f., and f,l and the phase-modulated tele 
graphic waves Fl, F2,...., F„.... are combined at a combiner 
108 and send out of a terminal 109 connected to a transmis 
sion medium. In these transmitted waves, the phase-modu 
lated telegraphic waves F1, F2,...., F„.... transmit telegraphic 
signals applied from the input terminals 107-1, l07-2,...., 
107-í,...., and the harmonic frequencies f„ and f„ are employed 



5 
for transmitting phase information which is contained in the 
phase-relation between phase-positions of the waves jf., and f„. 
This phase information is not affected by deviation of the 
phase or frequency of the fundamental frequency f2, and by 
phase-fluctuations of the waves fa and f,I in transmission medi~ 
um, since the phase information is contained in the phase rela 
tion and the phase fluctuation in transmission medium occurs 
at the same magnitude and polarity as to all the transmitted 
waves as the result of our experimental test of some actual 
oversea transmission lines. This is an important feature of this 
invention. 

Referring to FIG. 4A, an embodiment of the reference car 
rier synchronizing system of this invention to receive the 
waves (j’o, f„, F2, F2,...., F,~,....) transmitted from the sending 
side of FIG. 3A will be described. This arrangement comprises 
an AFC-device A, an AFC-device B and a plurality of 
demodulators (I-01, I~02,...., I-0i,....). The AFC-device A is 
an automatic frequency control circuit to eliminate common 
mode phase-fluctuation of the transmitted waves caused in the 
transmission medium. The AFC-device B is an automatic 
frequency control circuit to compensate the ̀ pl'iasefdeviation 
of the fundamental frequency ß, and to generate a plurality of 
reference carrier waves C2, C2,...., C,«,.... . The demodulators 
[-01, I-02,...., I~0i,.... demodulate the transmitted, phase 
modulated waves F1, F2,...., F,-,.... by use ofthe reference carri 
er waves C1, C2,...., C,-,..... 
The construction and operation of the AFC-device A will be 

first described. The transmitted waves fo, f„, F1, F2,...., F,,.... 
are applied to the ̀ AFC-device A through an input terminal 1. 
To simplify the description, the phase-modulated waves F1, 
F2,...., F ,~,.... are described as the respective carrier frequencies 
f„ f2,...., fi,.... . If it is assumed that the carrier frequencies f1, 
f2,...., f1,... have frequency-spacings Af,~ against the harmonic 
frequencyfu (where ì=0, 1,2, 3,...., and Aj§=0 in case of i=0), 
all of the transmitted frequencies can be indicated as follows: 

D. 

ëêfoiAfi 
The harmonic frequency f., transmitted is selected by a filter 
205 and applied to a frequency converter 207. To the other 
205 and applied to a frequency converter 207, the difference 
jfo, N122 between (or sum f„,+f„2 of) the output frequency j'ol of 
an oscillator 204 and the output frequency f,2 of a filter 216 is 
applied after frequency-conversion in a frequency converter 
206. Outside and inside of the parentheses employed above 
and to be employed below correspond respectively. From the 
frequency converter 207, the sum f„1ft`’)§,2+f of (or difference 
jjn’ïßû Nj, between) two input frequencies )Q1-172,2 and JQ, of ̀this 
converter 207 is derived and then applied to a frequency con 
verter 203. Selection of this sum or difference is determined 
according to the principle in which the sum is selected in case 
f„< L, and the difference is selected in case f„>ß„. The trans 
mitted waves Efo-:Aff are passed through a delay circuit 201 
`having a delay time r and applied to a frequency converter 
`202 from which the sum f„,l2f;f, of (or difference jin/v 2j; 
iAjfm between) the transmitted waves .2f0iAß and the output 
frequency f.,l of the oscillator 204 is derived and then applied 
to a frequency converter 203. 

Actual examples of said frequencies are as follows. If the 
frequencies L, _1”„1 and ~12,2 are equal to 2820 Hz., 12,000 Hz. 
and 2820 Hz. respectively, the converter 202 selects frequen 
cies 29180 I-IzïAf.- (or frequencies 214820 HzïAfi), the 
converter 206 selects a frequency 9180 Hz. (or a frequency 
14820 Hz.), and the ,converter 207 selects a~frequency 12,000 
Hz. or 6360 Hz. (or a frequency 12,000 Hz. or 17,640 Hz.). 
The delay time 1- of the delay circuit 201 is so determined 

that an instantaneous fluctuated phase position of the trans 
mitted harmonic wave L, passed through the delay circuit 201 
and the ̀ frequency converter 202 is timed with an instantane 
ous `fluctuated phase position of the transmitted harmonic 
wave ß, passed through the filter 205 and the frequency con 
verter 207. 
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Moreover, phase position of all the transmitted waves 
2f, i Af,a are usually fluctuated by the same value ofphase or 
frequency deviation in view of the result of our experimental 
test of some oversea long lines. 

In said condition, if all the transmitted waves Efoüff are 
deviated in phase position or in frequency by a value Ap-in a 
delayed or lower direction, the harmonic frequency fa passed 
through the filter 205 is shifted to a frequency fo-Ap. How 
ever, the output frequency of the frequency converter 206 ̀is 
not shifted because this has no relationship with said shift. As 
a result of such condition, the output frequency of the 
frequency converter 207 is delayed in phase position or 
reduced in-ffrgquency by the value Ap, thereby becoming a 
frequency L+ß2+flAp(or Lft-)22 Nfl). On the other hand, 
since all the transmitted waves Efo-LAL are also delayed in 
phase position or reduced in frequency by same value Ap, ̀ the 
output frequency of the frequency convener 202 is similarly 
shifted, thereby becoming a frequency j",„+2f,:t fì-I (or 

20 f2.2 ~2f,:':Af2Ap). Moreover, since the instantaneous Íluctu‘` 
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ated values included in two inputs of the frequency converter 
203 coincide with each other due to the delay time r, if the dif 
ference between frequencies of two inputs of the frequency 
converter 203 is selected at the output side of the converter 
203 the instantaneous fluctuations included in all the trans 
mitted waves are substantially eliminated at this output side. 
At the same time, the output of the converter 203 ̀ becomes 
frequencies EßûdAfi. Accordingly, if tlhe frequency L2 is equal 
to the frequency f2, output frequencies of the frequency con 
verter 203 coincide respectively to those of the transmitted 
waves 12„ fn, f1, f2,...., f,~,.... . Of course, if the frequency f02 is 
higher or lowergthan the frequency f„, frequencies of the trans~ 
mitted waves are converted to different frequencies. In any 
case, the fluctuation component Ap of common-mode can be 
eliminated from the transmitted‘waves. 

If frequencies of the transmitted waves XfgAj”, are identi 
cally fluctuated in phase position or in frequency into the ad 
vanced or higher direction, the fluctuation component Ap can 
be eliminated at the output side of the frequency converter 
203 by similarly selecting the difference between frequencies 
of the two inputs of the converter 203. 
Moreover, if the sum of two input frequencies is selected at 

either the frequency converter 202 or 207, the frequency con 
verter 203 must select the sum of its 'two inputs to eliminate 
the fluctuation component Ap since the fluctuation com 
ponent Ap assumes »the opposite polarities at two inputs of the 
frequency converter 203. ̀ 

As mentioned in details above, the fluctuation component 
Ap of common-mode caused in the transmission medium `is 
eliminated from the transmitted waves vEffi-Af, in the AFC 
device A, and the transmitted waves Efoi‘Af, are converted to 
frequencies 2f„2tAf,«. In other words, if the frequency L2 is 
equal to the frequency fo, output frequencies of the frequency 
converter 203 have the same frequencies as the transmitted 
wavesjî„f„,f1,f2,....,ß,.... respectively; and the phase positions 
of the output frequencies of the converter 203 have constant 
phase-relations against the phaseposition of frequency f02. Ac 
cordingly, if reference carrier waves C1, C2, C2,...., C,«,.... are 
produced so as to have constant phase-relations respectively 
against the phase position of the frequency fa2, the reference 
carrier waves C2, C2, C3,...., C,,.... would be synchronized with 
the phase modulated telegraphic waves respectively at the 
output side of the AFC-device A. This generation operation is 
performed in the AFC-device B as described below. 

In the AFC-device B, the standard oscillator 214 generates 
‘ a frequency equal to the fundamental frequency fb. If necessa 
ry, the oscillator 214 may be composed of an oscillator of 
frequency ß, and a divider to produce a fundamental frequen 
cy fb. The fundamental frequency fl, is applied to a harmonic 
generator 215 from which higher harmonic frequencies of the 
fundamental ̀ frequency f2, are generated. If the fundamental 
frequency fl, of the sending side is equal to 60 Hz., the funda 
mental‘frequency f2, of this AFC-device B is also equal to 60 
Hz. The harmonic frequencies are applied to filters 2.16, 2117, 
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218-1, 218-2,...., 218-í,.... . From the filters 216 and 217, 
frequenciesfo and f„ are derived. The filters 218-1, 2l8-2,...., 
218-i,.... select respectively frequencies of reference carrier 
waves C„ C2,...., C„.... which are applied, through phase shif 
ters 220-1, 220-2,...., 220-í,.... respectively, to demodulator 
I-01, I02,...., I0i,..... 

ln this case, if the fundamental frequency fl, has the same 
frequency and phase position at the sending side and the AFC 
device B, the reference carrier waves C1, C„...., C(,.... will be 
completely synchronized with the respective required phase 
positions necessary to demodulate the transmitted phase 
modulated telegraphic waves F1, F2,...., F„.... . However, if the 
fundamental frequency fb is deviated by a little value, frequen 
cy or phase deviations of all the transmitted waves fo, f„, 17„ 
F2,...., F3,.... are different from one another since multiplied 
times of the fundamental frequency ß, are different from one 
another as to the waves fo, f„, F1, F2,...., F„.... . Accordingly, 
these deviations are of uncommon-mode which cannot be 
compensated in the AFC-device A and is rather enlarged in 
the AFC-device A. This phenomenon will be described below 
with respect to an actual example. 

If it is assumed that the fundamental frequency f„ (60 Hz.) 
of the sending side is shifted to a frequency 60.1 Hz. and the 
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frequencies f., (60 Hz.><47=2820 Hz.) and fl (60 Hz.><9=540 25 
Hz.) are shifted to frequencies f., (60.1 Hz.><47=Bw2824.7 Hz.) 
and j', (60.l><9540.9 Hz.), respectively, this frequency 
2824.7 Hz. is corrected to the frequency L2 (2820 Hz.) in the 
AFC-device A as mentioned above. In other words, the 
frequency f (2824,7 Hz.) becomes lower, by a frequency 4.7 
Hz. ln this operation, the frequency j', (540.9 Hz.) becomes 
similarly a frequency 536.2 Hz. lower, by a frequency 4.7 Hz., 
than the frequency 540.9 Hz. This frequency 536.2 Hz. is 
lower, by a frequency 3.8 Hz., than the required frequency 
540 Hz. As understood from the above description, the 
frequency variations ofthe transmitted, phase modulated tele 
graphic waves caused by the deviation of the fundamental 
frequency fl, cannot be eliminated in the AFC-device A. The 
control operation of the AFC-device B for elimination such 
deviations will be described below. 
The harmonic frequency f„ (60 Hz. X 48 = 2880 Hz.) is 

deviated to a frequencyf„ (60.1 Hz. >< 48 = 2884.8 Hz.) in ac 
cordance with the deviation (from 60 Hz. to 60.1 Hz.) of the 
fundamental frequency f1, (60 Hz). This deviated frequency 
f" (2884.8 Hz.) becomes a frequency 2880.1 Hz. in ac 
cordance with the frequency shift (4.7 Hz.) of the frequency 
j', (2884.7 Hz.) in the AFC device A. These frequencies f., 
(2820 Hz.) and f,l (2880.1 Hz.) are respectively passed 
through filters 209 and 208 and applied to a phase modulator 
210 in which a difference (60.1 Hz.) between the frequencies 
f0 (2820 Hz.) and f„ (2880.1 Hz.) is detected as is illustrated in 
FIG. 5. In this FIG. 5, waves w„ W2 and w 3 show respectively 
the frequenciesfo (2820 Hz.) andf,l (2880.1 Hz.) and the dif 
ference frequency (60.1 Hz.). The detected difference 
frequency w3 (60.1 Hz.) is applied to one input terminal of a 
phase detector 21-1. On the other hand, the filter 216 and 217 
select respectively the frequencies fa (2820 Hz.) and f„ (2880 
Hz.) controlled from the oscillator 214. The difference 
frequency (60 Hz.) between the frequencies f., (2820 Hz.) and 
f„ (2880 Hz.) is derived from a phase modulator 219 and ap 
plied to the other input terminal of the phase detector 211. In 
the detector 211, the magnitude and sign of the difference 
between frequencies (60.1 Hz. and 60 Hz.) of two inputs of 
the detector 211 are detected as a DC voltage. The detected 
DC voltage has the magnitude proportional to the magnitude 
of the difference (0.1 Hz.) and the polarity corresponding to 
the sign of the difference (0.1 Hz.) and is applied, through an 
integrator such as a low pass filter, to a reactance circuit 213 
to control the frequency of the standard oscillator 214. 

Accordingly, the frequency fl, of the oscillator 214 is con 
trolled so as to make the DC output voltage of the phase de 
tector 211 zero. As the result of the above-mentioned control 
operation, the fundamental frequency (60 Hz.) becomes 
(60.1 Hz.) and the frequency faz (2820 Hz.) becomes a 
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frequency (2824.7 Hz.) which is the same as the frequency 
(2824.7 Hz.) of the transmitted harmonic frequency j‘o. Ac 
cordingly, frequencies of the transmitted waves fa, f„, Fl, 
F2,....,F,.... appear at the outside of the AFC device A as they 
are, but the fluctuation components Ap of common-mode are 
all eliminated. In it is case, frequencies of two inputs of the 
phase modulator 211 are equal to a frequency (60.1 Hz), and 
the fundamental frequency fr, of the oscillator 214 is also equal 
to the frequency (60.'1 Hz.) which is the same as the present 
fundamental frequency f b (60.1 Hz.) of the sending side. Ac 
cording to such operation, the fundamental frequency fb of the 
receiving side is completely synchronized with the fundamen 
tal frequency fb of the sending side. Since the transmitted 
phase-modulated telegraphic wavesy Fl, F„...., F „.... are 
produced from the'fundamental frequency fb of the sending 
side, the reference carrier waves Ci, Cam., Ct..." produced 
from the fundamental frequency fb of the receiving side have 
proper phase positions to demodulate the transmitted phase 
modulated telegraphic waves F1, F¢,...., Fw... . The reference 
carrier waves C1, C2,.... Ci,.... are applied, through terminals 
19t-01, 19-»02,...., 19-0x',...., to the demodulators I-01, 
I-02,...., I-0i,.... respectively. Demodu'lated telegraphic signals 
are derived from terminals 18-01, 18-02,...., 180í,.... . The 
phase shifter 220-1, 2202,...., 220i,.... are employed to 
carry out minor adjustments of the reference carrier waves Cl, 
C2,....,C‘,.... . v ' 

Since the reference carrier waves C1, C2,...., C„.... are 
completely synchronized with the respective proper phase 
positions for demodulating the transmitted phase-modulated 
telegraphic waves F1, F2,...., Fw... in accordance with the 
synchronizing system of this invention, stable transmission of 
the telegraphic signals according to the fixed reference phase 
modulation as well as the differential phase-modulation can be 
realized. The phase-modulators 106-1, 106-2,...., 106-1'... and 
the demodulators I-01, l-'02,...., I-0í,...'. are designed in ac 
cordance with the kind of phase-modulation (i.e.; the fixed 
reference phase-modulation or the differential phase~modula 
tion) and the number of quantum phase positions of each of 
the phase-modulated telegraphic waves. 
As mentioned above, a feature of this invention is that phase 

information of the fundamental frequency fl, of the sending 
side is transmitted by use of the phase-relation between two 
harmonic waves (e.g.;fo and f„) derived from the fundamental 
frequency fb. lf necessary, the number of harmonic waves can 
be increased more than two. 
The said phase information can be transmitted by a phase 

modulated synchronization wave, and moreover timing-infor 
mation necessary for bit-synchronization of all the telegraphic 
signals to be transmitted can be included in the phase-modu 
lated synchronization wave. FIG. 3B shows an example of the 
sending-side according to this principle. ln this arrangement, 
the fundamental frequency f', is divided at a frequency divider 
110 into a timing frequency f, (e.g.; 6 Hz.). The harmonic 
frequency f0 is phase-modulated, at a phase-modulator 106-0, 
by the timing frequency f„ so that the phase~modulated 
synchronization wave Fo is obtained at the output side of the 
phase modulator 106-0 and applied to the combiner 108 to 
transmit it to the receiving side. The frequency multiplier 111 
is employed for generating a bit-synchronization frequency fb, 
(e.g.; 48 Hz. for a telegraph speed 96 Bauds) which is sup 
plied, through a terminal 112, to a bit-synchronization means 
(not shown) to be arranged before the input terminals 107-1, 
l07-2,...., 107-i,.... . Other parts are equivalent to the parts of 
the arrangement of FIG. 3A. 

FIG. 4B shows an embodiment of this invention to 
synchronize the phase-modulated wave transmitted from the 
sending side shown in FIG. 3B. Only the constitutional parts 
and operations different from the embodiment of FIG. 4A will 
be described. An upper side band component w, and a lower 
side band component w2 of the phase-modulated synchroniza 
tion wave FD are selected by filters 208 and 209 respectively 
and applied to a phase-modulator 210, in which a difference 
frequency (l2 Hz.) between the frequencies wl and wz is de 
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tected as shown in FIG. 5. This operation isfsiriiilar to the ar 
rangement of FIG.r 4A. On the other hand a frequency divider 
231 derives a frequency (l2 Hz.)‘equal`to_"twice the timing 
frequency f, from the fundamental frequency-hof the output 
.of a frequency divider 230. At thephase <dete`<:torl21‘1,‘the 
phase difference between the wave wl, and the timing frequen 
cy jl is detected and applied to the reactancefcircuit 213, 
through an integrator 212, Vto control the frequency of the 
oscillator 214..Other operations are similar to ̀ those of the ar 
rangement shown in FIG. 4A, sothat detailsya‘re omitted. fA 
frequency multiplier 232 produces the Vbit-synchronization 
frequency fb§(e.g. 48 Hz.) from the output frequency (2 fl) of 
the frequency divider 231 and supplies it tothe demodulators 
l01, l02,...,`,I-03,.... as bit-synchronization infomation. 
through a terminal 233. Sincethe fundamental frequency fl, ̀ of ‘ 
the receiving side is synchronized with ¿the fundamental l 
frequency fl, of the sending side as mentioned ‘above with 
reference tó FIG. 4A, the bit-synchronization frequency flgis 
also synchronized with that of the sending side. . 
The detection circuit for detecting the phase-relation 

frequency ß, maybe modified from the arrangement shown in 
FIGS. 4A and 4B. FIG.` 6 shows‘a modification of the detec 
tion circuit. The constitution and operation ofthe modiñca 
tion will be described with reference to >Fl('.iS."6lar`id‘7. A‘filter 
302 is connected to a junction 300 (FIGS.»‘4A and-4B) and 
selects two‘harmoriic frequencies e.g.; f1, and flil‘); Accordingly, 
the output wave of the filter 302 (W4 in FIG. 7.).«assumes phase 
positions which are alternately reversed in Iail-.period cor 
responding to the differencefrequency between¿»the selected 
two harmonic frequencies. A frequency multiplier 304 mul 
tiplies, by two times, the wave wl. The multiplied frequency is 
selected by a filter 305 and divided into a half frequency wl, at 
a divider 306. `Accordingly the frequencyVyi/l` has a half 
frequency of the sum of two harmonic frequencies. The phase 
difference between frequencies wlxand w5'kisà detected at a 
phase detector 303, ̀ which produces a DC‘volltage wl, after‘a 
low-pass filter 307. A bistablecircuit >308 generates a rectan 
gular wave wl which has significant instants 1l, 1t2,.... cor 
responding to zero-crossing times of the fwavelfwll. ̀ The signifi 
cant instants tl, t2,.... are detected’by a differentiator 309 asa 
pulse signal wl, (pl, p2,....), which arechangedïtoapulse signal 
W9 (pll, p22,...‘. of the-same polarity) at thev full-wave rectifier 
310. The pulse signalïwgis applied to the‘pl'iasedetector 211 
and samples the other input signal ofthe phase detector ̀ 211. 

‘cuit 315. A DC voltage 'vll of a wave >wll, is` obtained by 
smoothing the wave wlö in an integrator 212. The DC output 
wle is applied’to a reactance circuitw2l3 of FIG. 4B. Ac 
cordingly, this detection circuit can be applied to the circuit 

‘l arrangement of FIG.`4B. 
As mentioned above, phase-information indicative of the 

phase relation between two harmonic frequencies of the fun 
damental frequency of thesending side‘can` be detected in the 
"state of analogue, information vor digital information. 
Moreover, phase-information‘indicative of the phase relation 
between `two harmonic frequencies of the fundamental 
frequency of the receiving side can be ̀ also detected in the 
‘state of analogue information or ̀ digital information. These 
two kinds of phase-information are applied to phase-detection 
`means (e.g.; the phase detector 21:1. or the bistable circuit 
`315) to detect the phase difference between two phase-infor 

_ ‘ mation. The phase positionof the fundamental frequency fl, of 

between two harmonic. frequencies of the fundamental. 
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`.the receiving side is controlled by use of the phase difference 
so as to synchronize with the phase position of the fundamen 
tal frequency fl, of the sending side. The reference carrier 
waves Cl, C2,..., Cl,.... are produced by use of the fundamental 
frequency j), synchronized with that of the sending side` 
`Moreover, the fluctuations of the transmitted waves (L, fn, Fl, 
F2,.... etc.) in the transmission medium are eliminated at ‘the 

" AFC device A. Accordingly, the reference carrier waves Cl, 
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If the filters 216 and 217 are-designed so that the other input f 
signal of the phase detector 211 has.' a frequency equal to twice 
the frequency of the wave we, 1 the phase »detector 21'1 
produces a DC voltagewhich has themagnitude proportional 
to the phase difference between two inputs ofthe Aphase detec- » 
tor 211 and has the sign of the phase difference.V l l 

FIG. 8 shows another example of the detection-circuit. The 
operation of this circuit will be described with. reference to 
FIG. 9. A filter 302 select two harmonic ̀ frequencies,(e.g.; ß, 
and f„) from the joint 300 tolapply them to aÍphasedetector 
311 as a wave wlll. The wave ww is delayed, by a half-period of 
the difference frequency between> two harmonicfrequencies, 
in a delay circuit 312, and the delayed .wave wll, islalso applied 

55 

60 
to the phase detector 311. At the phase-detector 311, the j 
phase difference between the waves wl‘l, and lvigll'iis .detected 
and applied to the terminal 301‘through a low-pass filter 313. 
The following operation is‘similar to the arrangement shown 
in FIG. 4A. . A ¿t fj g 

FIG. l0 shows a further example ofthe detection circuit. 
The operation of this circuit will be describedlwith reference 
to FIG. 11. A detection circuit 314 is similantoithe circuits 
302 to 310land produces a pulse signal wllljto` apply it to a 
bistable circuit 315 as set-pulses. The reset input pulses wll of 
the bistable circuit 315 is derived from the frequency divider 
231 (FIG. 4B) through a differentiator`316~andla full-wave 
rectifier 317. The phase difference d between` two‘input pulse 
signals wll, and wl., are detected by the bistable circuit 315. 
The wave wl5 is the detected output signal Iof the bistable cir 
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i» C2,...., Cl,.... generated'by the carrier synchronizing system of 
` this system are able to demodulate the transmitted, phase 
.modulated waves without erroneous detection. 

Aslthe demodulation circuits I-01l, I02,...., l`~0ì,...., any 
type of the phase-demodulation circuit-can be employed. lf 
thephase-modulated telegraphic waves Fl, F2,...., Fl,.... are al 

` located at the respective spacing 1/T (where T is the duration 
of an element signal of the telegraphic signal) between ad 
jacent phase-modulatediwaves and the demodulator provides 
with a start-stop integrator e.g.; integrator 3-1 and 3-2 in 
FIGS. 1 and 2) timed with the‘bit-syrichronization signal, the 
demodulator has`no use-of any` selectionl filter to select the 

i respective phase-modulated waves. 
While-we have described particular embodiments of our in 

vention, it will, of course, be understood that we do not wish 
our invention to be limited thereto, since‘many modifications 
may be made and we, therefore, contemplate by the appended 
claims to cover all‘such modifications as fall within the true 
spirit and scope of our invention. 
We claim: . 

l. A reference carrier `wave synchronizing system for 
`synchronizinga plurality of reference waves with a plurality of 
transmitted‘phase-modulated telegraphic waves each having a 
harmonic frequency of fundamental low frequency, and each 
.assuming 2’l quantum phase positions in accordance with the 
number n of telegraph channel or chainnels‘to be transmitted 
on each of the telegraphic waves, the phaseinformation of the 
fundamental low frequency being transmitted by a phase rela 
tion between` two ̀ harmonic signals of the fundamental low 
frequency, said system comprising: y 
an oscillator for generating a signal of a frequency equal to 

the fundamental low frequency; l ‘ 

a harmonic generator coupled to lthe oscillator to generate a 
plurality of said-reference waves by the use of the output 
ofthe oscillator; t 

input terminal means for receivingy said transmitted two har 
monic signals and a plurality of said transmitted phase 
modulated telegraphic waves; 

common-mode compensation means coupled to said input 
terminal means and said harmonic generator for eliminat 
ing common-mode fluctuations in phase positions of the 
transmitted phase-modulated telegraphic waves and the 
transmitted two harmonic signals by equalizing the 
'frequency of one of said transmitted phase-modulated 
telegraphic waves to the frequency of a corresponding 
one of‘said reference waves generated from the harmonic 
generator, said common-mode compensation means hav 
ing output means for‘providing a plurality of compen 
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sated phase-modulated telegraphic waves and two com 
pensated harmonic signals; 

a first phase modulator coupled to the output means of the 
common-mode compensation means to detect a first dif 
ference frequency between said two compensated har 
monic signals; 

a second phase modulator coupled to said harmonic genera 
tor to detect a second difference frequency between two 
harmonic signals generated from the harmonic generator 
and having respectively the same frequencies as the trans 
mitted two harmonic signals; 

phase detection means coupled to the first and second 
phase modulators to detect a phase difference between 
the first and second difference frequencies; and 

means coupled between said phase detection means and 
said oscillator for controlling the frequency of the oscilla 
tor to make the output of the phase detection means zero, 
whereby a plurality of said reference waves are 
synchronized with a plurality of said compensated phase 

- modulated telegraphic waves. 
2. A reference carrier wave synchronizing system according 

:o claim l, in which both of the first and second phase modula 
:ors detect the first and second difference frequencies in the 
itate of analogue signals. 

3. A reference carrier wave synchronizing system according 
:o claim l, in which at least one of said first and second phase 
nodulators comprises a filter for selecting said two harmonic 
iignals, a frequency multiplier connected to said filter for 
loubling the frequencies of the two harmonic signals, frequen 
:y division means coupled to said frequency multiplier to 
generate a half frequency signal equal to a half frequency of 
:he sum of the frequencies of said two harmonic signals, a 
_Jhase detector coupled to said frequency division means and 
said filter for detecting as an analogue signal the phase dif 
ference between the two harmonic signals and the half 
Frequency signal, and means coupled to said phase detector 
for detecting a pulse train having pulses which are timed with 
¿ero-crossing times of the analogue signal derived from the 
phase detector. 

4. A reference carrier wave synchronizing system according 
to claim l, in which at least one of the first _and second phase 
modulators comprises a filter for selecting said two harmonic 
signals, a delay circuit connected to said filter for delaying said 
selected two harmonic signals by a half period of the dif 
ference frequency between said two harmonic signals, and a 
phase detector coupled to the filter and the delay circuit to de 
tect the phase difference between the outputs of the filters and 
the delay circuit. 

5. A reference carrier wave synchronizing system for 
synchronizing a plurality of reference waves with a plurality of 
transmitted phase-modulated telegraphic waves each having a 
harmonic frequency of a fundamental low-frequency and each 
assuming 2” quantum phase positions in accordance with the 
number n of telegraph channel or channels to be transmitted 
on each of the telegraphic waves, the phase infomation of the 
fundamental low frequency being transmitted by a phase-> 
reference harmonic signal having a harmonic frequency of the 
fundamental low frequency and phase-modulated by a low 
harmonic frequency of the fundamental low frequency, said 
system comprising: . ' 

an oscillator for generating a signal of 'a frequency equal to 
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the fundamental low frequency; 
a harmonic generator coupled to theoscillator to generate a 

plurality of said reference waves by the use of the output 
of the oscillator; 

input terminal means for receiving said transmitted low har 
monic frequency and a plurality of said transmitted 
phase-modulated telegraphic waves; 

common-mode compensation means coupled to said input 
terminal means and said harmonic generator for eliminat 
ing common-mode fluctuations in phase positions of the 
transmitted phase-modulated telegraphic waves and the 
transmitted phase-reference harmonic _signal by equaliz 
ing the frequency of one of said >transmitted phase-modu 
lated telegraphic waves to the frequency of one of said 
reference waves generated from the harmonic generator, 
said common-mode compensation means having output 
means for providing a plurality of compensated tele 
graphic waves and a compensated phase-reference har 
monic signal; ' 

a phase modulator coupled to the output means of the com 
mon-mode compensation means to detect a difference 
frequency between two sideband signals of said compen 
sated phase-reference harmonic signal; 

a frequency divider coupled to the oscillator to divide the 
frequency of the output of the oscillator so as to obtain a 
timing frequency equal to twice the lower harmonic 
frequency; 

phase detection means coupled to the phase modulator and 
the frequency divider to detect a phase difference 
between the difference frequency of the phase modulator 
and the timing frequency of the frequency divider; and 

means coupled between said detection means and said oscil 
lator for controlling the frequency of the oscillator by the 
use of the output of the phase detection means to make 
the output of the phase detection means zero, whereby a 
plurality of said reference waves generated from the har 
monic generator are synchronized with a plurality of said 
compensated phase-modulated telegraphic waves. 

6. A reference carrier wave synchronizing system according 
to claim 5, in which the phase modulator comprises a filter for 
selecting the phase-reference harmonic signal, a frequency 
multiplier connected to the filter for doubling the frequency of 
the phase-reference harmonic signal, division means coupled 
with the output of the frequency multiplier to generate the 
same unmodulated frequency as the frequency of the phase 
reference harmonic signal, phase detector means coupled to 
the filter and the division means for detecting-as an analogue 
signal the phase difference between the phase-reference har 
monic signal and the unmodulated frequency, and first means 
coupled to the phase detector for detecting a train having pul 
ses which are timed with zero-crossing times of the analogue 
signal derived from the phase detector; and in which said 
system further comprises second means coupled between the 
frequency divider and the phase detection means for detecting 
a pulse train having pulses which are timed with zero-crossing 
times of the timing frequency signal. 

7. A reference carrier wave synchronizing system according 
to claim 6, in which the phase detection means is a bistable 
circuit set by one of two inputs thereof and reset by the other 
of two inputs thereof. 


